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Abstract 

This paper revisits the equilibrium and welfare effects of long‐run inflation in the presence of 
distortionary  taxes  and  financial  constraints.  Expected  inflation  interacts  with  corporate 
taxation through the deductibility of i) capital expenditures at historical value and ii) interest 
payments on debt. Through the  first channel,  inflation  increases  firms’ taxable profits and 
further distorts their investment decisions. Through the second, expected inflation affects the 
effective  real  interest  rate  negatively,  relaxes  firms’  financial  constraints  and  stimulates 
investment.  We  show  that,  in  the  presence  of  collateralized  debt,  the  second  effect 
dominates. Therefore, in contrast to earlier literature, we find that when the tax code creates 
an advantage of debt financing, a positive rate of long‐run inflation is beneficial in terms of 
welfare as it mitigates the financial distortion and spurs capital accumulation. 
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“The explicit recognition of corporate taxation substantially changes the relation between the rates of

inflation and of interest that is implied by equilibrium theory. The Fisherian conclusion that the nominal

rate of interest rises by the expected rate of inflation, leaving the real rate of interest unchanged, is no

longer valid when borrowers treat interest payments as a deductible expense and pay tax on profits net of

accounting depreciation” (Feldstein and Summers, 1978)

1 Introduction

A large body of literature maintains that long-run inflation reduces welfare (e.g. Cooley and Hansen,

1991; Lucas, 2000; Lagos and Wright, 2005; Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe, 2010). In particular, it has been

argued that in the presence of corporate taxation, inflation exacerbates the distortionary effects of this

tax, thereby providing a further argument in favor of low (if not negative) rates of inflation.1 Our paper

revisits this statement by showing that, in the presence of collateral constraints, expected inflation ac-

tually raises equilibrium welfare — the opposite of the common presumption. For a given tax structure,

eliminating inflation to achieve price stability might thus be a bad idea.

Corporate taxation typically distorts firms’ investment choices. Tax deductions are generally designed

to mitigate these distortions, absent more granular tax systems. As tax deductions refer to nominal val-

ues, the rate of inflation can affect the effective tax burden, thus creating a source of monetary non-

neutrality. This is, for example, the case for two common corporate tax deductions: investment expen-

ditures and interest payments on debt.

When investment expenditures are computed at their historical value, as is often the case, inflation

reduces the real value of the deduction. This raises the firm’s net-of-depreciation taxable profits and

consequently increases the distortionary effects of corporate taxes—an often-made argument for low

inflation (e.g. Feldstein, 1999).

The deductibility of interest payments on debt changes the effective real rate of interest faced by firms

and the tightness of their financial conditions. Inflation acts as a subsidy to borrowers and generates

two counteracting effects on welfare. On the one hand, inflation induces firms to resort more heavily

to external finance: which in turn drives a larger wedge between the effective cost of capital and its ef-

ficient level, reinforcing the case for low inflation. On the other hand, in the presence of collateralized

debt, inflation mitigates the effective cost of external finance reducing the bite of borrowing constraints

and their social inefficiency. Thus, building a countervailing case for high inflation. This last channel,

absent from previous literature, turns out to be dominant. By mitigating financial distortions, infla-

1Feldstein (1983) collects a number of studies on the interaction of inflation and existing tax rules in the U.S., Feldstein (1999)
gathers cross-country analyses.
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tion ultimately stimulates capital accumulation and brings the return to capital closer to the first best.

The overall effects of inflation on the equilibrium welfare are thus reversed compared to the frictionless

model.

We make these points in a simple equilibrium model featuring corporate taxes and a collateral con-

straint à la Kiyotaki and Moore (1997). Our stylized tax code captures the two main tax/inflation dis-

tortions mentioned above and highlighted by Feldstein and Summers (1978): i) corporate taxes with

deductibility of interest payments on debt and ii) deductibility of investment expenditures at historical

values. We proceed in two steps. First, we consider the simple benchmark case of perfect competition.

Second, we examine the effects of monopolistic competition and costly price adjustment. Our results

can be summarized as follows. In a world with perfectly competitive markets and flexible prices, we

show that, for a given tax structure, positive and relatively large deterministic long-run inflation is a non-

trivial source of welfare gains. Furthermore, we establish that the inflation rate which brings about the

frictionless equilibrium is identical to the one that would be chosen, for a given set of taxes, by a Ram-

sey policymaker — a “divine coincidence” of sorts. For standard parameter values, the Ramsey-optimal

inflation rate is indeed positive. The Friedman rule (i.e., deflation at the real rate of interest) is optimal

only in the limit case of full deductibility of investment.

With monopolistic distortions, we prove that the Ramsey policy ceases to reproduce the efficient al-

location. We show numerically that optimal long-run inflation is an increasing function of the degree of

monopolistic distortion. This contrasts with the standard New-Keynesian literature, which finds that the

optimal long-run inflation in the presence of sticky prices is zero, independently of the degree of mo-

nopolistic competition (see King and Wolman, 1999; Woodford, 2003). Introducing price stickiness only

affects our results quantitatively: as price adjustments are costly also in the long run, the optimal infla-

tion rate is smaller under a larger degree of price stickiness. However, even with a large degree of nominal

rigidity, the optimal rate of inflation remains relatively large. We also document that uncertainty, to sec-

ond order of approximation, only marginally affects the optimal long-run inflation rate. For empirically

plausible magnitudes of the underlying innovations, the deterministic results are a good measure of the

trade-offs faced by the Ramsey policymaker.

In this paper, we take the tax system as exogenously determined. We are mindful of the possibility

that an opportunely chosen set of taxes could bring about the first best with zero inflation as in Fischer

(1999, p.42). Nevertheless, this ideal configuration might differ, for reasons that are beyond the scope

of this paper, from the observed constellation of taxes.2 Our paper should thus be taken as providing

2For about 100 years, interest payments on debt has been fully deductible in the U.S. In the aftermath of the recent financial
turmoil, it has become a hotly debated topic in the fiscal-reform debate together with other policies aiming at discouraging the
use of debt to finance business activities. For example, the Wyden-Coats Tax Fairness and Simplification Act proposes to limit
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counterarguments to the received wisdom on the effects of inflation in the presence of exogenous given

corporate taxation. Our findings contribute to the literature on the welfare costs of expected inflation

(cited above) by focusing on the interaction between inflation, corporate taxes and the firms’ financing

conditions. Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2010) survey the literature on the optimal rate of inflation. A

consistent finding is that the optimal rate of long-run inflation should range between the Friedman Rule

and numbers close to zero. In this paper we show that, under plausible conditions, the interplay between

borrowing constraints and distortionary taxes justifies a positive long-run target inflation.3

More recently, a number of studies have explored different channels that could lead to the optimality

of a positive long-run inflation rate. For example, a positive inflation target could be useful to avoid

the risk of hitting the zero lower bound (Coibion et al., 2012). Alternatively, inflation can be welfare

enhancing in the presence of downward nominal rigidities as it can "grease the wheel of labor market"

(see Tobin’s 1971 AEA presidential address and Kim and Ruge-Murcia (2009)). However, these distortions

are usually of secondary importance and only small deviations from price stability are optimal. Recent

work by Venkateswaran and Wright (2013) also finds that inflation is welfare improving in the presence

of distortionary taxes and collateral constraints. Despite the strong similarities with our results, their

mechanism differs from ours in many respects. In both models, distortionary taxation generates under-

accumulation of assets. In Venkateswaran and Wright (2013), positive inflation is beneficial because it

induces households to shift from real balances to the real asset, i.e. capital (Mundell-Tobin effect). In

our model, inflation spurs capital accumulation by easing firms’ financing conditions via its effect on

the interest tax shield. Thus, our results crucially depend on the (empirically motivated) deductibility of

interest payments, absent in Venkateswaran and Wright (2013).

Our work draws on the growing literature addressing macro-financial linkages (see Kiyotaki and Moore,

1997; Bernanke et al., 1999; Jermann and Quadrini, 2012 among others). The novelty of our approach is

to focus on the interaction between corporate taxes and the firms’ financing conditions, and its implica-

tions for optimal monetary policy.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the baseline model. Section 3 explores the

equilibrium impact of the corporate tax and of the two types of deductibility. Section 4 presents ana-

lytical results concerning the optimal, deterministic, long-run level of inflation. Section 5 introduces

price rigidity and monopolistic competition. Section 6 studies the optimal response of the economy to

productivity and cost-push shocks and characterizes the optimal degree of inflation volatility and how

interest deductions to their non-inflationary component. However, no changes to the tax code have been implemented up to
current date.

3Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2010) show that positive inflation could be justified in the absence of a uniform taxation of in-
come (e.g. when untaxable pure profits are present). However, these authors conclude that for reasonably calibrated parameter
values, tax incompleteness could not explain the magnitude of observed inflation targets.
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uncertainty affects average inflation. Section 7 examines the robustness of preceding results to the intro-

duction of extra frictions such as monetary transaction costs or of additional taxes. Section 8 concludes.

Most proofs and model details are gathered in the Appendix.

2 Baseline model

Consider a discrete time infinite horizon economy populated by firms and households. Households con-

sume the final good, provide labor to the production sector, hold non-contingent bonds issued by firms

and receive dividend payments from firms. Firms face borrowing constraints à la Kiyotaki and Moore

(1997) and are subject to corporate taxation with deductible interest payments and capital expenditures.

The output of production is sold in competitive markets.

2.1 Households

Households choose consumption c and labor supply l to maximize expected lifetime utility

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt [
lnct +η ln(1− lt )

]
(1)

with β ∈ (0,1) and η> 0, subject to the budget constraint

bt = 1+ rt−1

πt
bt−1 +wt lt +Tt +dt − ct (2)

and a no-Ponzi game condition. The variable bt denotes the real value of end-of-period holdings of

firm-issued nominal debt, rt−1 is the nominal interest rate on debt issued at t − 1 , πt = Pt /Pt−1 the

(gross) inflation rate between t −1 and t , wt the real wage rate, Tt lump-sum transfers received from the

government and dt dividends received from firms.

Optimal leisure-consumption choice requires

wt

ct
= η 1

1− lt
. (3)

The intertemporal condition for a utility maximum is

Et

(
Λt ,t+1

1+ rt

πt+1

)
= 1, (4)

where, using the utility function (1), the pricing kernel of the consumers equals Λt ,t+1 = βct /ct+1. It

follows that, in a deterministic steady state with constant consumption, the pricing kernel is Λt ,t+1 = β

so that the gross nominal interest rate is simply

1+ r =π/β, (5)
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i.e. the product of the gross real interest rate (equal to the gross rate of time preference 1/β) and of the

gross inflation rate (π). Being away from the zero lower-bound on the net nominal interest rate obviously

requires that π>β.

2.2 Firms

The representative firm, which is owned by consumers, produces final consumption using capital and

labor according to a Cobb-Douglas technology

Yt = zt kαt−1l 1−α
t (6)

where α ∈ (0,1) denotes the share of capital and zt is a productivity shock. It maximizes the expected

present discounted value of its future dividends

E0

∞∑
t=0

Λ0,t dt , (7)

using the pricing kernel of the consumers.

Firms distribute dividends equal to their output net of inputs costs and depreciation, plus net debt

issues, minus corporate tax payments

dt = Yt −wt lt − [kt − (1−δ)kt−1]

+bt − (1+ rt−1)
bt−1

πt

−τΨt , (8)

where δ ∈ [0,1] is the physical rate of depreciation of capital, τ is the proportional corporate tax rate and

Ψt denotes taxable profits.

For tax purposes, firms can make two adjustments to output net of wages: they can deduct i) a frac-

tion κδ ∈ [0,1] of capital depreciation at historical value δkt−1
πt

,4 and ii) a fraction κr ∈ [0,1] of interest

payments on debt rt−1
bt−1
πt

. As a result, taxable profits are

Ψt = Yt −wt lt −κδδ
kt−1

πt
−κr rt−1

bt−1

πt
. (9)

Note that the only reason for a firm to issue debt in this environment is to take advantage of the

tax deductibility of interest payments (the last term in equation (9)). We introduce financial frictions

by assuming that loans must be collateralized. More precisely, we assume that only a fraction γ of the

4To evaluate at historical values, we would need in principle to keep track of capital vintages. For simplicity, we assume that
the “book value” of capital lags market value by one period.
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expected value of next-period capital stock, kt , can serve as collateral to debt and that this collateral is,

in addition, subject to an exogenous shock ζt . The borrowing constraint can therefore be expressed (in

real terms) as5

(1+ rt )bt ≤ γζt kt Etπt+1. (10)

We will prove below that as long as there is an actual tax advantage of debt (which requires, of course,

that there be a positive nominal net interest rate rt , a positive corporate tax rate τt and a positive exemp-

tion κt for interest payments), this collateral constraint is binding in every date and state.6

Using equations (8), (9) and (6), maximization of the firm’s market value (7) with respect to capital

and debt subject to the borrowing constraint (10) yields the following two first-order conditions together

with a complementary slackness condition

−1+EtΛt ,t+1

(
(1−τ)αkα−1

t l 1−α
t+1 + (1−δ)+τκδδ

πt+1

)
+µtγζt Et

πt+1

(1+ rt )
= 0, (11)

1−Et

(
Λt ,t+1

Rt

πt+1

)
−µt = 0, (12)

µt

(
γζt kt

Etπt+1

(1+ rt )
−bt

)
= 0, (13)

where

Rt = 1+ (1−κrτ)rt , (14)

is the effective, after-tax, gross interest rate paid by the firm on its debt and µt ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multi-

plier of the time-t borrowing constraint. The multiplier is larger the tighter the financial constraint, thus

making external finance more costly for the firm.

Note that by substituting (4) into (12) we get, using (14), an expression for the shadow price of the

collateral constraint:

µt = Et

(
Λt ,t+1τκr

rt

πt+1

)
. (15)

This equation establishes the claim we made above that the collateral constraint always binds (µt > 0 for

all t ) if the nominal interest rate rt is positive and there is a deduction for nominal interest payments

(τ> 0 and κr > 0). In a deterministic steady state with constant consumption and nominal interest rate,

the Lagrange multiplier of the collateral constraint is thus

µ=βτκr
r

π
. (16)

5We assume, for simplicity, that the collateral constraint is imposed on average, and not state by state. Note that, in the case
of borrowing limits set to a fixed level B̄ , the optimal debt would simply be a constant B̄/(1+ r ) whose value would affect the
value of the firm through a wealth effect but not its marginal choices, as we will discuss further below.

6We abstract from other factors bearing on the cost of funds that could keep the debt of the firm below the maximum allowed
by the collateral constraint. See, for instance, Jermann and Quadrini (2012) and Gale and Gottardi (2013). Note also that, in the
absence of adjustment costs, in our framework the price of capital equals the price of the final good of production. This justifies
the presence of expected inflation in equation (10)
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Financial frictions generate a wedge between the lending rate and the return on capital (an implicit

credit spread). In our model it is not possible to disentangle the tax advantage from the credit spread:

if τ = 0, then µ = 0. It should, however, be noted that our analysis would carry over to a version of the

model that ensures borrowing constraint to be relevant in the long run by assuming different discount-

ing, rather than tax benefits of debt (e.g. Kiyotaki and Moore, 1997).7 In this latter case, it would be clear

that the financial friction (a positive credit spread) discourages investment and, by equation (11), the

more so the lower the value of γ. The tax advantage, on the contrary, encourages borrowing and thus

investment. Hence, the financial friction mitigates the incentive coming from the tax deductibility of

interest payments.

Combining equation (5) and (16) it follows that by setting the net interest rate to zero, i.e. π = β,

the social planner could completely offset the financial friction since firms would have no incentive to

borrow.8 However, the presence of other distortions makes this policy sub-optimal.

2.3 Monetary and fiscal authority

The monetary authority optimally chooses the inflation rate πt by taking as given the constant corporate

tax rate τ and the exemptions κr and κδ. Tax revenues are rebated lump-sum to households, thus the

government budget constraint reads

Tt = τΨt (17)

whereΨt denotes firms’ taxable profits, defined as

Ψt = Yt −wt lt −κδδ
kt

πt
−κr rt

bt

πt
(18)

2.4 Competitive equilibrium

We now define a competitive equilibrium:

Definition 1 A competitive equilibrium is a sequence of interest rates, wage rates and price levels {rt , wt ,Pt }∞t=0,

a tax system summarized by the corporate tax rate, tax deductions and transfers to households {τ,κδ,κr ,Tt }∞t=0

and an allocation {ct , lt ,bt ,dt ,kt }∞t=0 such that: i) given the price sequence and initial values of k0 and b0,

the allocation solves the optimum problem of households and firms; ii) the government’s budget constraint

is satisfied for all t ≥ 0; and iii) goods, factors and financial markets clear.

7This can be gauged by replacingβwithβe <β in the first-order conditions of the firm and evaluating the result in the steady
state. We don’t pursue that modelling strategy for the sake of simplicity.

8In a setting with different discounting, firms would be financially constrained even without interest deductibility. Introduc-
ing interest deductibility would lead firms to take up even more debt, making the constraint even tighter. Thus, setting π = β

would reduce rather than eliminate the financial friction. Calculations are available upon request.
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3 Inflation and Corporate Taxes: Inspecting the mechanism

This section shows how corporate taxes and inflation affect the steady-state allocation.

In the absence of financial frictions, distortionary taxes and uncertainty, the economy converges to-

wards the first-best (FB) steady state, ΩF B , which is invariant in real terms to inflation and features a

marginal product of capital at its modified golden rule level YK ,F B = (β−1 −1)+δ.

Now let Ω represent the steady-state allocation conditional on a particular inflation rate in the pres-

ence of financial frictions and corporate taxation with deductions but without uncertainty. The alloca-

tion Ω can be compactly represented by its marginal product of capital, YK which satisfies, using the

first-order condition (11), the following condition

(1−τ)(YK −YK ,F B ) = τ
[

YK ,F B − δκδ
π

− γ(π−β)κr

π

]
. (19)

Clearly, a social planner who is optimally manipulating taxes could achieve the first best by setting

the corporate tax rate τ to zero.9 This would trivially equate the long-run marginal product of capital to

its first-best level, i.e. YK = YK ,F B .

In general, however, and for reasons that are beyond the scope of this paper, the corporate tax rate

τ is positive in actual economies. The investment distortion engendered by corporate taxation leads to

capital under-accumulation in the absence of corporate tax deductions since YK = YK ,F B /(1−τ) > YK ,F B

if κr = κδ = 0. When the nominal interest rate is positive (i.e., when inflation π is above the Friedman

rule β), the deductibility of interest expenses is usually designed to mitigate this under-accumulation of

capital and reduce the gap between YK and YK ,F B . The deductibility of depreciated capital expenses from

taxable profits achieves the same objective. The real effect of both deductions depends, as expression

(19) shows, on the magnitude on the inflation rate. This naturally leads to the question at the heart of

this paper: in the presence of a corporate tax, is there an inflation rate which enables the economy to

reach the first best in spite of the corporate tax and of financial frictions (but absent, here, uncertainty

or monopolistic distortions)? The answer is found in equation (19): to achieve the first best and thus

achieve a capital stock such that YK = YK ,F B when τ > 0, we need an inflation rate, which we will call

πF B , that sets to zero the term in square brackets on the right-hand side of equation (19). Since π is the

gross inflation rate, thus strictly positive, πF B is the unique root to the linear equation in π

S(π) ≡πYK ,F B −δκδ−γ(π−β)κr = 0, (20)

namely

πF B =β+ βYK ,F B −δκδ
γκr −YK ,F B

(21)

9Note that this result doesnot hold in the presence of monopolistic competition and sticky prices. See section 5.
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where S(π), the modified tax base, denotes a function proportional to taxable profits as further ex-

plained below. In other words, πF B satisfies the following definition

Definition 2

πF B = {
π :Ω=ΩF B }

.

To understand the economics of equation (20) or of its solution (21), observe from definition (9) that,

in a deterministic steady state, taxable profits are

Ψ= Y −wl −κδδ
k

π
−κr r

b

π
(22)

while, from inequality (10), the collateral constraint imposes that

1+ r

π
b = γk (23)

with

β
1+ r

π
= 1. (24)

Combining these three equations, while noting that Y −wl = YK k under constant returns to scale and

perfect competition, yields the following equation for steady-state taxable profits:

Ψ= [
YKπ−κδδ−κr (π−β)γ

] k

π
= S(π)

k

π
(25)

In combination with equation (20), this expression shows that taxable corporate profits are zero when

π = πF B and YK = YK ,F B , i.e. when the modified tax base S(π) is zero. In other words, to reach the first

best (absent monopolistic or other distortions) despite a positive corporate tax rate, taxable corporate

profits must be brought to zero via the impact of inflation on tax deductions. The gross inflation rate

πF B achieves this objective. To confirm that πF B actually leads to the first best, we must verify that it

corresponds to a feasible equilibrium, i.e., that it does not result in a nominal interest rate that violates

the zero lower bound. We also need to inquire whether it leads to inflation or deflation, i.e., whether

the gross inflation rate πF B is above or below 1. The next two propositions provide the answers to these

queries.

3.1 First-best inflation and the Friedman rule

We now establish the condition under which the first-best inflation rate is feasible, in the sense that πF B

is above the level prescribed by the Friedman rule and the nominal steady state rate of interest is positive.

10



Proposition 1 Assume that corporate taxes are positive. Then, the necessary and sufficient condition for

the existence of a feasible inflation rate that brings about the first best allocation, is that the modified tax

base is continuous and decreasing in inflation, i.e.

S′(π) = YK ,F B −γκr < 0. (26)

Proof: As a preliminary, note from equation (25) that taxable corporate profits at the Friedman rule

(when π=β) are positive since S(β) =βYK ,F B −δκδ =β[β−1 −1+δ]−δκδ = (1−β)(1−δ)+δ(1−κδ) > 0

under standard assumptions about β, δ and κδ being between 0 and 1. In other words, at the Friedman

rule where inflation equals the rate of time preference and the nominal interest rate is zero (so that the

interest expense deduction is irrelevant), the deduction for depreciation never results in the corporate

tax becoming a subsidy.

The proof of the proposition follows immediately: since taxable profits are positive at the Friedman

rule, a necessary and sufficient condition for them to be zero at an inflation rate πF B above the Friedman

rule (i.e., for πF B >β) is that the function S(·) is continuous and decreasing in inflation. This establishes

the necessary and sufficient condition of the proposition. •

The condition of Proposition 1 is likely to be satisfied empirically (unless firms cannot borrow or

deduct any interest expense at all) as the steady state marginal product of capital at the first best, which

is the sum of the subjective rate of time preference and of the rate of depreciation, is a very small number

at an annual frequency.

Note also from equation (21) that the smaller γκr , the higher above the Friedman rule the inflation

rate which eliminates the distortion stemming from the corporate tax. If debt is low either because a

small fraction of capital can be collateralized (low γ) or because the tax advantage of debt is low (low κr ),

the subsidy to borrowers brought about by inflation bears on a small base so that more of the inflation

subsidy is required to restore the first best.

3.2 Positive net inflation at the first best

The next Proposition establishes that net inflation is positive at the first best under a very plausible re-

striction on the parameters of the tax code:

Proposition 2 Under the condition of Proposition 1, net inflation is positive at the first best (πF B > 1) if

and only if the tax code is such that firms would face a tax liability in the absence of inflation (i.e., in a de

facto real economy).
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Proof: From Proposition 1, feasibility amounts to S′(·) < 0. Since S(1) > 0 (tax revenue is positive with

zero net inflation) it must be that S(πF B ) = 0 for some πF B > 1. •

The condition of Proposition 2 is a natural restriction to impose on the tax code. It just ensures that,

in the absence of inflation, the combination of corporate tax rate τ and deductions (κδ,κr ) leave firms

facing an actual corporate tax liability and not a subsidy.

3.3 Inflation, corporate taxes and capital accumulation

Further light on the preceding results can be shed by determining the condition under which inflation,

and a positive nominal interest rate, can eliminate the underinvestment otherwise stemming from the

taxation of corporate profits.

To that effect, compute the semi-elasticity of the steady-state marginal product of capital with respect

to inflation as follow:
∂YK

∂π/π
= τ

(1−τ)π
[κδδ−κrβγ], (27)

where π is the gross inflation rate, therefore always positive.

The term in square brackets on the right hand-side captures the positive contribution of the deduc-

tion for depreciation on the impact of inflation on the marginal product of capital: the real “ book-value”

of depreciated capital decreases with inflation. Therefore higher inflation reduces this tax deduction.

Paying higher taxes, firms reduce investment and the return on capital increases. This channel has been

thoroughly studied by previous literature and is key in motivating the existence of benefits of low infla-

tion under distortionary corporate taxes.

By contrast, inflation acts as a subsidy to borrowers through nominal-interest deductibility. This sub-

sidy generates two counteracting effects. On the one hand, under interest deductibility, inflation de-

creases the effective real interest rate faced by the borrower and firms can retain part of the compensa-

tion. In other words, the subsidy induces firms to resort more heavily to external finance, generating a

larger wedge between the efficient rate and the effective cost of capital (note that ∂µ/∂π > 0). On the

other hand, through deductibility of interest expenses, inflation acts as a subsidy to constrained bor-

rowers, thus reducing the social inefficiency of the borrowing constraint. The second term in square

brackets shows that the combined contribution of inflation to the marginal product of capital (the stock

of capital) via interest deductibility is always negative (positive).

Overall, under empirically plausible parameter values, the negative effect of interest rate deductibility

always dominates the positive contribution of the deduction for depreciation:

12



Corollary 1 If the condition of Proposition 1 is satisfied, then ∂YK /∂π< 0.

Proof: The condition of Proposition 1 requiresκrγ> YK ,F B while its proof establishes thatβYK ,F B >κδδ.

It immediately follows that κrγβ>βYK ,F B >κδδ. •

Under the condition of Proposition 1, the monetary authority can always use inflation to reduce the

effect of distortionary taxation and eliminate the under-accumulation of capital that stems from the cor-

porate tax.

4 The divine coincidence

Under the particular assumptions entertained so far, the efficient allocation can be achieved by an ap-

propriate choice of inflation. In this section we show analytically that the inflation rate that brings about

the efficient allocation coincides with the inflation rate that would be chosen by the Ramsey social plan-

ner.

The Ramsey problem

The Ramsey optimal policy problem consists of finding the competitive equilibrium that maximizes

households’ welfare. In particular, the Ramsey policy solves

max
{Yt ,ct ,lt ,πt ,kt ,rt ,µt }

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt (
lnct +η ln(1− lt )

)
(28)

subject to the optimal choices by private agents and the resource constraint, i.e.

βEt
(1+ rt )

πt+1

ct

ct+1
−1 = 0 (29)

η
ct

1− lt
− (1−α)l−αt kαt−1 = 0 (30)

−1+µtγζt Et
πt+1

(1+ rt )
+Etβ

ct

ct+1

[
(1−τ)αl 1−α

t+1 kα−1
t + (1−δ)+τκδδ

πt+1

]
= 0 (31)

−bt +γζt Et
kt

(1+ rt )
πt+1 ≤ 0 (32)

−µt +1−Etβ
ct

ct+1

1

πt+1
[1+ rt (1−τκr )] = 0 (33)

Yt − ct −kt + (1−δ)kt−1 = 0. (34)
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4.0.1 The deterministic long-run rate of inflation

The first order derivatives of the Lagrangian associated to the policy problem evaluated at the (determin-

istic) steady-state, for an arbitrary rate of long-run inflation, can be written as

Rπ ≡ Aπλ−ηπ (35)

where Aπ is a 7×6 matrix of derivatives of the 6 equations describing the economy (29-34) relative to the

7 endogenous variables {Yt ,ct , lt ,πt ,kt ,rt ,µt }, ηπ is a 7×1 vector of derivatives of the objective function

(28) relative to the 7 endogenous variables. Both of these objects are functions of deep parameters and

inflation. Finally λ is the 6×1 vector of Lagrange multipliers.

Definition 3

πRamse y = {π : Rπ = 0} .

Proposition 3 Given an economy with flexible prices and perfectly competitive markets,Ω=ΩF B satisfies

the FOCs of the Ramsey problem, i.e. πRamse y =πF B .

Proof: See Appendix A.10 •

To summarize, under the simplifying assumptions maintained so far, the Ramsey allocation coin-

cides with the first best allocation. Furthermore, as shown in the previous section, for a wide range of

parameter values, optimal policy requires a positive inflation rate. The next two subsections show that

our results crucially depend on capital having a collateral value and on the presence of a fiscal distortion

which leads to under-investment.

4.1 Borrowing Constraint

The analysis presented above documents that in the presence of borrowing constraints and a tax ad-

vantage of debt, inflation stimulates capital accumulation. Notably, it is not the presence of borrowing

limits per se (nor whether the interest rate appears in the constraint or not) that justifies this beneficial

effect of inflation, but rather the fact that borrowers are allowed to use capital (an endogenous variable)

as collateral.

Proposition 4 If the borrowing limit is exogenous, πF B <β.

10A general result in this class of models is πRamse y 6= πF B . For example, in the standard New Keynesian model, πF B > 1 =
πRamse y (see e.g. Benigno and Woodford, 2005 and Woodford, 2003).
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Proof: Under exogenous debt limits, i.e. γ = 0 (or b ≤ b̄), equation (26) simplifies to

S′(π) = YK ,F B > 0. (36)

Then, as established by Proposition 1, there is no admissible inflation rate, π ≥ β, that can produce the

FB allocation. •

4.2 Full Deductibility of Investment

In the analysis above we document that under both types of deductions, optimal policy requires a pos-

itive inflation rate. Here we show that if all investment expenses were deductible at market values, the

Friedman rule would be optimal.11

Proposition 5 Under full deductibility of investments, πRamse y =πF B =β.

Proof: If rather than depreciated capital at book value, κδδ
πt

kt−1, firms could fully deduct investments

at market value, (kt − (1−δ)kt−1) , then the marginal product of capital would read

YK = YK ,F B −
(
π−β)
π

τκrγ

(1−τ)
. (37)

In this case, fully offsetting the financial friction by following the Friedman rule (π = β), would indeed

restore the first best. This is because at the same time this policy would also eliminate the fiscal distor-

tion. •

5 Monopolistic competition and sticky prices

So far we have studied an economy featuring perfectly competitive markets for goods and flexible prices.

However, in the new Keynesian literature, price stickiness is the primary rationale for the optimality of

zero inflation. One could argue that in our set-up, the optimality of positive inflation is justified by this

omission. We assess the robustness of our results in a model where the production sector is modified

to introduce monopolistic competition and costly price adjustment. More specifically, we distinguish

11If investment expenses were deducted at historical value, the Friedman rule would cease to replicate the first best. This last
proof is available upon request.
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between intermediate- and final-good producers. Intermediate-good producers use labor and capital as

input of production and sell their output to final goods producers in competitive markets. These firms

face borrowing constraints à la Kiyotaki and Moore (1997). Final-good producers transform intermediate

goods into final goods, and sell them in imperfectly competitive markets. Final-good producing firms

face a cost of changing prices as in Rotemberg (1982). Appendix B describes in detail both final- and

intermediate-good sectors. In this version of the model, we also introduce government expenditure,

G , in order to assess the sensitivity of our results to alternative sources of government revenues. More

specifically, we assume that the government can levy both distortionary and lump-sum taxes, T G
t , to

finance an exogenous stream of public consumption12

τΨt +T G
t =Gt (38)

5.1 Monopolistic competition and flexible prices

We first consider an economy with monopolistic competition and flexible prices. In this special case, it

is still possible to derive some analytical results.

Proposition 6 Given an economy characterized by monopolistic competition, then Ω=ΩF B does not sat-

isfy the FOCs of the Ramsey problem: i.e. πRamse y 6=πF B .

Proof: See Appendix C. •

The introduction of monopolistic competition breaks the “divine coincidence" and generates a fur-

ther reason to inflate. Deriving more analytical results under this extended set of frictions is too cumber-

some, and would not add further intuition relative to the case discussed above. We thus turn to numerical

results. The baseline parametrization of the model is reported in Table 1.13

12In the robustness section, we introduce an additional distortionary labor tax used by the government to balance its budget
in absence of lump-sum taxes.

13We assume separable log-utility and calibrate the utility weight on leisure, η, by fixing steady-state hours worked at 0.33. The
discount factor, β, is equal to 0.995, implying an annual real rate of 2 percent. Capital share in the production for intermediate
goods, α, is set to 0.36 and the depreciation rate of capital, δ, equals 0.025. The elasticity of substitution across intermediate
good varieties, ε, is 6 and price adjustment costs are calibrated in order to match a frequency of price adjustment of about
3 quarters, a value in the range reported by Nakamura and Steinsson (2008) for non-sale prices. The credit limit parameter,
γ, is set to 0.40 to match the average leverage for the non financial business sector as reported in the Flow of Funds. The
corporate tax rate is set at 25 percent, corresponding to the average corporate tax rate for OECD countries (Source OECD,
http://www.oecd.org/ctp/tax-policy/). Government spending amounts to about 20 percent of long-run output. As for the
shock processes, we assume an autocorrelation parameter set to 0.75 and normalize the standard deviation of the shocks to one.
Note that the parametrization of the shocks has no effects for the long-run optimal inflation results. Regarding the dynamic
implications of optimal policy, we discuss the results in terms of the two shocks separately.
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5.2 Price stickiness and long-run inflation

In this section, we explore the implications of monopolistic distortions and price stickiness for the opti-

mal long-run rate of inflation. In the presence of monopolistic competition and sticky prices, the long-

run equilibrium level of capital return is such that

β (1−τ)χYk = YK ,F B −µγ π

(1+ r )
−βτκδδπ. (39)

where χ is the inverse of the markup of final over intermediate good price.14 The expression above

highlights the contribution of different market failures in distorting the steady-state capital accumu-

lation. Table 2 displays the optimal long-run annualized inflation rate for alternative degrees of price

stickiness and different corporate tax rates when the degree of monopolistic distortion is zero (by ap-

propriately setting a subsidy on sales). The first column of Table 2 illustrates the results for the case of

flexible prices. Our numerical results show that the long-run inflation is positive and relatively large, for

all tax-rate values considered.15 As we have argued above, adopting the Friedman rule would eliminate

the financial friction. Yet, in a second-best world, this policy in general would be inappropriate to tackle

the other distortions emerging from the combination of corporate taxation and partial amortization of

investment costs. Therefore, the Ramsey policymaker need to engineer positive inflation in order to par-

tially subsidize borrowing and, at the same time, mitigate the distortionary effect of the corporate tax.

Increasing the degree of price stickiness, while maintaining zero monopolistic distortion reduces the

optimal rate of inflation, as the policymaker now also takes the resource cost entailed by inflation into

account.

Introducing monopolistic distortion into our model generates a further reason to inflate. Table 3

shows how the optimal long-run rate of inflation varies with the degree of monopolistic distortion for

different degrees of price stickiness, when the corporate tax is set at the baseline value, i.e. τ equals

0.25. In the table each column corresponds to values obtained under different frequencies of price-

adjustments (in quarters). A higher degree of monopolistic distortion calls for larger rates of long-run

inflation as this allows the policymaker to bring the economy closer to the first best, while mitigating the

ensuing costs of financial frictions.

In a static economy, and in the presence of monopolistic distortion, a non-vertical Phillips curve im-

plies that welfare can be increased by positive inflation. In contrast to this static result, a number of

papers have emphasized that in the standard dynamic New-Keynesian model, with sticky prices and

14In the presence of monopolistic competition and sticky prices, the difference between the efficient allocation and the dis-
torted one cannot be simply summarized by the return on capital. Nevertheless, here we report the marginal product of capital
for the sake of comparison with the previous section.

15The relation with the tax rate is non-monotonic, although it is so for empirically plausible ranges.
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monopolistic competition, the Ramsey-optimal long-run inflation (in the absence of risk) is zero inde-

pendently of the degree of monopolistic competition (Benigno and Woodford, 2005; King and Wolman,

1999). In contrast, our results show that, in the presence of corporate taxation, the optimal long-run

inflation is an increasing function of the degree of monopolistic distortion.

It is important to highlight that the large positive long-run inflation prescribed by the Ramsey policy

generates large welfare gains relative to full-price stability in the long run. The welfare comparison under

the optimal inflation rate and under zero inflation gives a consumption equivalent welfare gains of 1.6

percent.16

6 Optimal Inflation volatility

So far we have discussed the optimal long-run inflation rate and we have argued that expected inflation

positively affects the real allocation through the tax-advantage channel. The policy maker could also

optimally use this channel in the short run to affect the response of the economy to shocks. In this

section we discuss the extent to which the presence of corporate taxation and financial distortions affect

inflation volatility.

In our model, due to nominal debt contracts and corporate taxation, inflation has two effects on the

external cost of finance. First, even in the absence of corporate taxation, unexpected inflation affects

the real value of debt, generating a redistribution between borrowers and lenders. Since the distortion

generated by financial frictions can be mitigated by subsidies paid to constrained borrowers, the central

bank can improve welfare by increasing the inflation “subsidy” when unexpected shocks exacerbate the

financial distortion. This channel has been studied by a number of papers which concluded that finan-

cial frictions do not generate a sufficiently strong reason to deviate from price stability.17 Second, in the

presence of corporate taxation, the entire path of the response of inflation to shocks affects the real cost

of loans. This strengthens the ability of the monetary authority to mitigate inefficient fluctuations.

Tables 4 and 5 compare the unconditional mean and standard deviation of key variables under the

Ramsey policy (column A) and full price stability,πt = π̄, (column B). First moments are in deviation from

the non-stochastic steady state. We consider productivity and mark-up shocks separately and report the

moments divided by the variance of the shocks.18

This exercise provides several insightful results. First, the two policies generate very similar moments,

16The period utility under the optimal inflation is -0.2455, while under zero inflation falls to -0.2609. So in order to be indif-
ferent between regimes, under zero inflation the consumer should be given an extra 1.6% of consumption goods per period.
Calculations are based on our benchmark parametrization. See Table 1.

17See, among others, Carlstrom et al., 2010; Kolasa and Lombardo, 2014.
18The stochastic mean is computed solving a second-order approximation of the model. Thus, the stochastic mean is pro-

portional to the variance of the shocks. See, for example, Lombardo and Sutherland (2007).
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except for inflation. Second, for empirically plausible magnitudes of the underlying innovations, the role

of uncertainty in our model is rather limited. Under the Ramsey policy, the average optimal inflation

falls if the source of uncertainty is a markup shock; on the contrary it increases under a productivity

shock. In order to appreciate the magnitude of the contribution of uncertainty we need to multiply

the values in the tables by reasonable estimates of the volatility of the underlying shocks. Consider, for

example, a standard-deviation of the innovation process of the mark-up shock of 1.8%, as estimated by

Jermann and Quadrini (2012) using a model with credit frictions and tax benefits of debt.19 This implies,

for example, that the quarterly inflation rate under the Ramsey policy and mark-up shocks (Table 5) is

πRamse y = 0.0145−0.08733 ·0.0192 ≈ 0.0145. Similar results hold for productivity shocks.20

We now shed light on the role of corporate taxation for the short-run optimal response by the mone-

tary authority. Note that in our model, in the absence of corporate taxes the capital structure of the firm

is indeterminate, i.e. the lagrange multiplier of the borrowing constraint is zero, corresponding to a non-

binding constraint. In this latter case, the policy maker only faces price distortions. Column C of Tables

4 and 5 reports the unconditional moments under a productivity and mark-up shock, respectively, in

the absence of both corporate tax and financial distortions.21 As expected, under both shocks and in the

presence of only price distortions, the case for full price stability is almost re-established. When the only

distortions is due to costly price adjustment, under the Ramsey policy, the average inflation rate displays

a less sizeable deviation from the steady state than in the fully distorted economy.22

Finally, in the analysis above we have only considered mark-up shocks as sources of cost-push distur-

bances. As pointed out by Carlstrom et al. (2010), in the presence of financial frictions, financial shocks

play a similar role as mark-up shocks, in many respects. In the following, we also consider financial

shocks, as denoted by ζt in (10). Table 6 confirms that most of the results obtained under mark-up and

productivity shocks carry over to the case of financial shocks.23 A notable exception is the effect of fi-

nancial shocks on hours worked. While mark-up and productivity shocks imply that on average hours

worked are less than in the non-stochastic steady state, the opposite is true under financial shocks both

under the Ramsey policy and under price stability. Also in this case, uncertainty affects our results only

marginally, for reasonable estimates of the volatility of the underlying shocks.

19Jermann and Quadrini (2012) estimate a value of the persistence parameter of the mark-up shock that is higher than that
used in our simulations. The quantitative implications of the larger persistence are negligible.

20Jermann and Quadrini (2012) report a standard deviation of the productivity shock of 0.005.
21Since, in the latter case, the capital structure of the firm is indeterminate, for simplicity, the model is solved under the no

firms’ debt assumption.
22Robustness checks show that the optimal degree of inflation volatility increases in the degree of monopolistic distortion

and falls in the degree of price rigidity, paralleling the results for the optimal long-run inflation rate discussed above.
23We abstract from the comparison with the zero-tax case, since it coincides with the absence of financial frictions.
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7 Robustness

7.1 Monetary frictions and the optimal rate of inflation

The first robustness analysis that we consider consists of the introduction of monetary transaction costs

à la Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2010). This friction can capture the inefficiency cost of positive nominal

interest rates in the spirit of Friedman (1969). Under the Friedman rule, both the transaction cost and

the financial friction would be eliminated. One might argue that under our baseline specification, i.e.

without transaction costs, the incentive to follow the Friedman rule might be milder than in the pres-

ence of transaction costs. This section shows that introducing monetary-transaction costs affects our

results only modestly. The introduction of real balances in the model only affects the specification of the

households’ problem and the Government budget constraint, which we describe below.

7.1.1 Households

Households choose consumption (c) and labor (l ) in order to maximize their lifetime utility

maxE0

∞∑
t=0

βtU (ct , lt ) (40)

with

U (ct , lt ) = lnct +η ln(1− lt )

subject to a budget constraint:

wt lt + bt−1

πt
(1+ rt−1)+ mt−1

πt
= bt + ct (1+ s (vt ))+mt −Tt −dt +T G

t , (41)

where wt is real wages, bt are loanable bonds issued by firms, Tt and dt represent lump-sum transfers

from intermediate and final-good producers, respectively, T G
t lump-sum taxes and s (vt ) is a function

measuring the extent to which real balances reduce the transaction cost of procuring the consumption

good, where vt = ct
mt

. A demand for money is motivated by the assumption that consumption purchases

are subject to a transaction cost, s (vt ) , increasing in vt with the following properties:

1. s (v) ≥ 0 and twice continuously differentiable.

2. ∃v > 0 : s
(
v
)= s′

(
v
)= 0.

3.
(
v − v

)
s′ (v) > 0 for v 6= v

4. 2s′ (v)+ v s′′ (v) > 0 for all v ≥ v .
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In particular we follow Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2010) by assuming that

s(vt ) ≡ As vt + Bs

vt
−2

√
(AsBs)

7.1.2 Government

The Government prints money, M , and levies both distortionary and lump-sum taxes, T G , to finance an

exogenous stream of public consumption:

mt +τtΨt +T G
t = mt−1

πt
+Gt (42)

7.1.3 Numerical results

For the numerical results, we use the same parameter values reported in Table 1. In addition, we calibrate

the transaction cost following Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2010), i.e. As = 0.0111 and Bs = 0.07524.

By introducing monetary frictions à la Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2010) the incentive to generate pos-

itive long-run inflation is mitigated. Table 7 reproduces the results shown in Table 2 when a transaction

cost is included in the model. The Table shows that our main results are unchanged. Under our baseline

calibration and for most of the parameters under consideration, positive long-run inflation is beneficial

in terms of welfare.

The presence of transaction costs also produces an effect on the dynamic properties of optimal pol-

icy (not shown). Nevertheless, for plausible degrees of uncertainty, the deterministic results are a good

approximation of the welfare gains from a positive long-run inflation rate.

7.2 Absence of lump-sum taxes

So far we have assumed that the government can balance its budget period by period through lump-

sum subsidies. In this section we show that qualitatively similar results concerning the optimal long-run

inflation rate can be obtained in the absence of lump-sum taxes, with exogenous government spending

and in the presence of an additional distortionary labor tax.

Table 8 shows the optimal inflation rate (under the baseline parametrization) for different values of

the corporate tax rate and the implied values of the labor tax that ensures a balanced budget period by

period. Two observations are in order. First, for the empirically relevant range of the corporate tax rate,

the optimal long-run inflation rate increases.24 Second, as the corporate tax increases, the distortionary

labor tax necessary to finance public expenditures falls, despite a higher rate of inflation, and thus a

higher implicit subsidy to borrowers.

24Table 8 also shows that the relationship between inflation and the corporate tax is non-monotonic (see last two rows).
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8 Conclusion and extensions

This paper revisits the debate on the effects of inflation in the presence of corporate taxation initiated

by Feldstein and Summers (1978). Previous literature emphasized the distortionary effects of positive

inflation in the presence of corporate taxes, when interest payments are deductible and investment ex-

penditures are (partially) deductible at historical values. However it abstracted from the microeconomic

determinants of firms’ debt. By contrast, we derive the level of debt endogenously as an optimal response

to costs and incentives. On the one hand, firms want to raise debt to take advantage of the deductibility

of interest payments. On the other hand, lenders impose limits to the amount of funds that can be bor-

rowed. These limits generate an inefficiently low level of capital accumulation as financing costs exceed

the frictionless interest rate — a case for corrective subsidies. In the presence of deductible interest pay-

ments, inflation can generate an implicit subsidy to borrowers. In this way inflation stimulates capital

accumulation while mitigating the distortionary effect of the corporate tax and of the financial friction.

We prove analytically that, under interest debt deductibility and for given positive tax rates, the efficient

allocation can be restored by an appropriate choice of inflation. The Ramsey optimal inflation also turns

out to be positive in the presence of costly price adjustments, and is increasing in the degree of monop-

olistic distortion.

In our model, the capital structure of the firm is determined by two opposing forces. On the one hand

interest deductibility incentivizes firms to raise external funds. On the other hand a collateral constraint

forces firms to resort to some equity issuance to finance their expenditures. We conjecture that our

results would carry over to an environment in which the upper bound on borrowing is motivated by

different assumptions: e.g. by the cost of fire-sales as in Gale and Gottardi (2013).

Finally, leverage is exogenously determined in our model. The interaction between monetary policy

and financial decisions has been a recurrent topic in the literature, with an evident revival due to the

recent financial crisis (e.g. Modigliani, 1982 and Borio and Zhu, 2012). To the extent that higher leverage

amplifies business cycle fluctuations (e.g. Bernanke et al., 1999), the optimal choice of long-run inflation

will have to trade off the benefits of increased capital accumulation (discussed here) with the costs of

larger macroeconomic volatility, an aspect that deserves further investigation.
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Table 1: Parameters’ Values

α Share of capital in production 0.36

β Discount factor 0.995

η Leasure preference parameter 0.4974

δ Depreciation rate 0.025

τ Corporate tax 0.25

φ Price adjustment costs 29.70

ε Elasticity of substitution 6

γ LTV 0.40

Table 2: Optimal annualized inflation: Price stickiness vs. tax rate†

Frequency of Price Adjustments (quarters)
τ 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4

0.1 63.54 14.07 6.233 3.511 2.252 1.155
0.2 28.93 17.97 10.78 6.871 4.684 2.537
0.25 22.35 16.89 11.72 8.115 5.792 3.28
0.3 18.03 15.18 11.82 8.896 6.703 4.019
0.4 12.69 11.82 10.54 9.08 7.646 5.297
†Other parameters at their baseline values.
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Table 3: Optimal annualized inflation: Price stickiness vs. monopolistic distortion

Frequency of Price Adjustments
Monop. dist.† 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4

0 3.249 2.347 1.601 1.108 0.7939 0.453
0.2 7.028 5.12 3.504 2.424 1.736 0.989
0.4 10.83 7.957 5.463 3.78 2.705 1.539
0.6 14.65 10.86 7.483 5.179 3.702 2.103
0.8 18.49 13.84 9.568 6.623 4.731 2.683
1 22.35 16.89 11.72 8.115 5.792 3.28
†Monopolistic distortion denotes degree of steady state distortion:
0=min; 1=100% mark-up distortion.

Table 4: Ramsey vs. price stab. vs. no-tax case: Productivity shocks††

Variable (A) Ramsey (B) Price Stability (C) τ= 0
Mean[ Stdev.[[ Mean[ Stdev[[ Mean[ Stdev[[.

Inflation† 0.003784 0.03007 0 0 0.0001423 0.004551
Consumption 2.09 1.163 2.077 1.211 1.999 1.191
GDP 0.5853 2.047 0.5557 2.061 0.4372 2.031
Policy rate -0.009404 0.02933 -0.01776 0.03958 -0.0158 0.04346
Lagrange mult. -0.002464 0.007052 -0.004781 0.009797 0 0
Hours -0.7532 0.5078 -0.7789 0.5184 -0.774 0.5094
Debt 46.17 18.08 42.36 16.84 0 0
Investment -17.08 6.577 -19.34 6.922 -18.11 6.651
† Underlying quarterly steady-state inflation of 1.45% under the Ramsey policy and zero in the other two cases.

[ Values divided by the variance of the productivity-shock innovation.

[[ Values divided by the standard deviation of the productivity-shock innovation.

†† Values not in percentages.
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Table 5: Ramsey vs. price stab. vs. no-tax case: Mark-up shocks††

Variable (A) Ramsey (B) Price Stability (C) τ= 0
Mean[ Stdev.[[ Mean[ Stdev.[[ Mean[ Stdev.[[.

Inflation† -0.08733 0.05076 0 -0.0006872 0.05207
Consumption 0.3243 0.2611 0.3183 0.2872 0.4736 0.2696
GDP 0.6221 0.4275 0.7124 0.4906 0.9092 0.4344
Policy rate -0.09105 0.04076 0.0003714 0.03553 -0.003198 0.05309
Lagrange mult. -0.02229 0.009802 -0.0002189 0.008793 0 0
Hours -0.1124 0.5751 -0.2908 0.6649 -0.06006 0.5832
Debt 20.27 4.222 23.74 4.419 0 0
Investment 0.8056 1.557 0.9063 1.849 1.417 1.618
†Underlying steady-state inflation 1.45% under the Ramsey policy and zero in the other two cases.

[Values are divided by the variance of the mark-up-shock innovation.

[[Values are divided by the standard deviation of the mark-up-shock innovation.

††Values are not in percentages.

Table 6: Ramsey vs. price stab.: Financial shocks††

Variable (A) Ramsey (B) Price Stability
Mean[ Stdev.[[ Mean[ Stdev.[[

Inflation† 0.001143 0.02308 0 0
Consumption 0.111 0.02401 0.01278 0.002807
GDP 0.1998 0.01936 0.01894 0.001211
Policy rate 0.001525 0.02988 -1.366e-06 0.0008369
Lagrange mult. 0.0001561 0.007185 -5.106e-07 0.0002072
Hours 0.02814 0.02883 0.002103 0.00118
Debt 16.47 15.12 10.82 13.73
Investment 0.5037 0.05414 0.04883 0.009562
† Underlying quarterly steady-state inflation 1.45% under the Ramsey policy and zero under price stability.

[ Values are divided by the variance of the financial-shock innovation.

[[ Values are divided by the standard deviation of the financial-shock innovation.

††Values are not in percentages.
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Table 7: Optimal annualized inflation with transaction costs†: Price stickiness vs. tax rate

τ 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4

0.1 51.55 10.6 4.803 2.749 1.78 0.9212
0.2 27.15 16.47 9.779 6.226 4.249 2.308
0.25 21.46 16.02 11.01 7.589 5.409 3.063
0.3 17.54 14.68 11.35 8.503 6.388 3.821
0.4 12.53 11.65 10.36 8.903 7.476 5.159
† Other parameters at their baseline values.

Table 8: Optimal annualized inflation, under a range of corporate taxes and endogenously determined
labor tax.†

τ τw π

0.1 0.4089 1.7874
0.15 0.3883 2.7573
0.2 0.3698 3.7046

0.25 0.3534 4.5718
0.3 0.339 5.3014

0.35 0.3262 5.8462
0.4 0.3144 6.1817

0.45 0.3032 6.3133
0.5 0.2918 6.2709

† Under baseline parametrization.
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Optimal Inflation with Corporate Taxation and Financial Constraints

Technical Appendix

A Ramsey problem in the baseline model

Consider an economy with perfect competition and flexible prices. The Ramsey policymaker maximizes

households’ welfare taking into account the equilibrium reactions of consumers and firms. Specifically,

she solves the following problem under timeless perspective commitment:

max
rt ,ct ,lt ,kt ,πt ,bt ,µt

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt [
log(ct )+η log(1− lt )

]
subject to:

λ1t :βEt
(1+ rt )

πt+1

ct

ct+1
−1 = 0 (43)

λ2t : η
ct

1− lt
−Yl ,t = 0 (44)

λ3t : −1+
(
1−Etβ

ct

ct+1

1

πt+1
(1+ rt (1−τκr ))

)
γζt Et

πt+1

(1+ rt )
(45)

+Etβ
ct

ct+1

[
(1−τ)Yk,t+1 + (1−δ)+τκδδ

πt+1

]
= 0

λ4t : 0 ≤ bt −γζt Et
kt

(1+ rt )
πt+1 (46)

λ5t : Yt − ct −kt + (1−δ)kt−1 = 0 (47)

where λi is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the i th constraint.

A.1 First order conditions

The following system of dynamic equations characterizes the first-order conditions of the Ramsey prob-

lem :

rt :

βEt
λ1t

πt+1

ct

ct+1
−λ3t

 γζt Et
πt+1

(1+rt )2

(
1−Etβ

ct

ct+1

1
πt+1

(1+ rt (1−τκr ))

)
+Etβ

ct

ct+1

1
πt+1

γζt Et
πt+1

(1+rt ) (1−τκr )


+γζtλ4t Et

ktπt+1

(1+ rt )2 = 0
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ct :

1

ct
+βλ1t Et

(1+ rt )

πt+1

1

ct+1
−βλ1t−1

β
Et−1

(1+ rt−1)

πt

ct−1

c2
t

+

+λ2tη
1

1− lt
+λ3t Et

 β
1

ct+1

[
(1−τ)Yk,t+1 + (1−δ)+τ κδδ

πt+1

]
−β 1

ct+1

1
πt+1

Rtγζt
πt+1

(1+rt )



−λ3t−1

β
Et−1

 β
ct−1

c2
t

[
(1−τ)Yk,t + (1−δ)+τκδδ

πt

]
−βct−1

c2
t

1
πt

Rt−1γζt−1
πt

(1+rt−1)


−λ5t = 0

lt :

−η 1

(1− lt )
+λ2t

(
η

ct

(1− lt )2 −Yl l ,t

)
+λ3t−1

1

β
Et−1β

ct−1

ct
(1−τ)Ykl ,t

+λ5t Yl ,t = 0

kt :

−βλ2t+1Ylk,t+1

+λ3t Etβ
ct

ct+1

[
(1−τ)Ykk,t

]
−λ4tγζt Et

1

(1+ rt )
πt+1

+βλ5t+1
(
(1−δ)+Yk,t+1

)−λ5t = 0

πt :

−λ1t−1βEt−1
(1+ rt−1)

π2
t

ct−1

ct
+

+λ3t−1



(
1−Et−1β

ct−1

ct

1
πt

Rt−1

)
γζt−1Et−1

1
(1+rt−1)

+Et−1β
ct−1

ct

1
π2

t
Rt−1γζt−1Et−1

πt
(1+rt−1)

−Et−1β
ct−1

ct
τκδδ

π2
t


−λ4t−1γζt−1Et−1

kt−1

(1+ rt−1)
= 0

bt :

λ4t = 0
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A.2 Steady state

In a deterministic steady state, the system above reads as follows:

b :

λ4 = 0 (48)

r :

λ1 =λ3
π

β

[
γζ π

(1+r )2

(
1−β 1

πR
)

+β 1
π (1−τκr )γζ π

(1+r )

]
(49)

c :

λ5 = 1

c
+λ2η

1

1− l
− (

1−β)(
Ξλ3 + (1+ r )

π

1

c
λ1

)
(50)

where Ξ= 1

c

(
(1−τ)Yk + (1−δ)+τκδδ

π −γζ (1+r (1−τκr ))
(1+r )

)
l :

η
1

(1− l )
−λ2

(
η

c

(1− l )2 −Yl l

)
=

λ3 (1−τ)Ykl +λ5Yl (51)

k :

λ5

(
Yk +1−δ− 1

β

)
=λ2Ylk −λ3 [(1−τ)Ykk ] (52)

π :

λ1 =λ3π

(
γζ

(1+ r )
−βτκδδ

π2

)
(53)

A.3 Proof

We are now ready to prove proposition 3. We guess that the Lagrange multiplier on the first constraint

equals zero, i.e. λ1 = 0. From Eq. 53 it follows λ3 = 0. This simplifies considerably the original system. By

plugging Eq. 50 into Eq. 51, we obtain:

λ2

(
η

c

(1− l )2 −Yl l +η
1

1− l
Yl

)
= 0

The term in parenthesis is positive since Yl l < 0, then:

λ2 = 0

and, from Eq. 50:

λ5 = 1

c
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The first-order condition with respect to capital further simplifies to:

λ5

(
Yk +1−δ− 1

β

)
= 0,

from which it follows:

Yk = 1− (1−δ)β

β
= YK ,F B .

This last equality proves proposition 3.

B Model with Monopolistic Competition and Price Stickiness

Consider now an economy with sticky prices and imperfect competition. The household problem is

unchanged while the firm conditions are distorted by the presence of monopolistic competition. For

analytical simplicity, we distinguish between an intermediate and a final good sector.

B.1 Intermediate Goods Producers

The intermediate goods sector is perfectly competitive. The representative firm produces intermediate

goods, Y , using capital, k, and labor, l , according to a constant returns-to-scale technology:

Yt = zt kαt−1l 1−α
t ,

where zt is an aggregate productivity shock. Each firm maximizes its market value for the shareholders:

maxE0

∞∑
t=0

Λt ,t+1dt

subject to the budget constraint:

dt = bt − (1+ rt−1)
bt−1

πt
+ (
χt Yt −wt lt

)+kt − (1−δ)kt−1+ (54)

−τ
(
χt Yt −κr rt−1

bt−1

πt
− κδδ

πt
kt−1 −wt lt

)
, (55)

and the following collateral constraint:

bt ≤ γζt Et
kt

(1+ rt )
πt+1, (56)
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where χ= P̃
P is the inverse of the markup of final (P ) over intermediate good price

(
P̃

)
. The first order

conditions with respect to labor, l , debt, b, and capital, k, are as follows:

χt Ylt = wt ,

µt = 1−EtΛt ,t+1
Rt

πt+1
,

1 =µtγζt Et
πt+1

(1+ rt )
+EtΛt ,t+1

[
(1−τ)χt+1Yk,t+1 + (1−δ)+τκδδ

πt+1

]
,

where µ is the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier on the borrowing constraint.

B.2 Final goods producers

Final good producers choose the optimal price Pi by solving the following profit maximization problem:

maxE0

∞∑
t=0

Λt

[(
Pi ,t

Pt
−χt

)
Yi ,t − ϕ

2

(
Pi ,t

Pi ,t−1
−1

)2

Yt

]
Subject to the demand function:

Yi ,t =
(

Pi ,t

Pt

)−ε
Yt .

The first-order condition of this optimization problem is:

(1−ε)

(
Pi ,t

Pt

)−ε
+εχt

(
Pi ,t

Pt

)−ε−1

−ϕ
(

Pi ,t

Pi ,t−1
−1

)
Pt

Pi ,t−1

+EtΛt+1ϕ

(
Pi ,t+1

Pi ,t
−1

)
Yt+1

Yt

Pi ,t+1

P 2
i ,t

Pt = 0−

In a symmetric equilibrium, the equation above simplifies to:

ϕ (πt −1)πt = (1−ε)+εχt +EtΛt+1ϕ
Yt+1

Yt
(πt+1 −1)πt+1.

where πt = Pt
Pt−1

denotes gross inflation.

B.3 All equations

We can now list the full set of dynamic equations which characterizes the equilibrium:
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βEt
(1+ rt )

πt+1

ct

ct+1
−1 = 0 (57)

η
ct

1− lt
−Yl ,tχt = 0 (58)

−1+µtγζt Et
πt+1

(1+ rt )
+Etβ

ct

ct+1

[
(1−τ)χt+1Yk,t+1 + (1−δ)+τκδδ

πt+1

]
= 0 (59)

−bt +γζt Et
kt

(1+ rt )
πt+1 ≤ 0 (60)

−µt +1−Etβ
ct

ct+1

1

πt+1
(1+ rt (1−τκr )) = 0 (61)

−ϕ (πt −1)πt + (1−ε)+εχt +Etβ
ct

ct+1
ϕ

Yt+1

Yt
(πt+1 −1)πt+1 = 0 (62)

Yt − ct −kt + (1−δ)kt−1 −Gt = 0 (63)

B.4 Steady State

The steady state of this economy is described by the following system of equations:

(1+ r ) = π

β

−Ul

Uc
= w

Ylχ= w

µ=
(
π−β)
π

τκr .

Yk =
1−µγ π

(1+r ) −β
[

(1−δ)+τκδδ
π

]
β (1−τ)χ

χ=ϕ
ε

(π−1)π
(
1−β)− (1−ε)

ε
= P̃

P

C Model with flexible prices and monopolistic competition

To derive the equilibrium conditions for the model with flexible prices and monopolistic competition,

is sufficient to set the Rotemberg adjustment costs parameter to zero, ϕ = 0, in the system in appendix
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B.3.25

C.1 Ramsey

Imperfect competition only affects the following two constraints in the Ramsey problem reported in

appendix A:

λ2 : η
ct

1− lt
−χYl ,t = 0

λ3 : −1+
(
1−Etβ

ct

ct+1

1

πt+1
(1+ rt (1−τκr ))

)
γζt Et

πt+1

(1+ rt )
(64)

+Etβ
ct

ct+1

[
(1−τ)χYk,t+1 + (1−δ)+τκδδ

πt+1

]
= 0

The following two first-order conditions of the optimal policy problem are modified accordingly:

lt :

−η 1

(1− lt )
+λ2t

(
η

ct

(1− lt )2 − ε−1

ε
Yl l ,t

)
+λ3t−1

1

β
Etβ

ct−1

ct
(1−τ)

ε−1

ε
Ykl ,t

+λ5t Yl ,t = 0

kt :

−βEtλ2t+1
ε−1

ε
Ylk,t+1

+λ3t Etβ
ct

ct+1

[
(1−τ)

ε−1

ε
Ykk,t+1

]
−λ4tγζt Et

1

(1+ rt )
πt+1

+βEtλ5t+1
(
(1−δ)+Yk,t+1

)−λ5t = 0.

Which in steady state read as follows:

l :

−η 1

(1− l )
+λ2

(
η

c

(1− l )2 − ε−1

ε
Yl l

)
(65)

−λ3 (1−τ)
ε−1

ε
Ykl

+λ5Yl = 0

25Here we consider an economy with no government spending, i.e. Gt = 0.
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k :

λ5

(
Yk +1−δ− 1

β

)
=λ2t Ylk

ε−1

ε
−λ3 [(1−τ)Ykk ] (66)

C.2 Proof

We can now prove Proposition 6. The proof closely follows the one for the perfect competition case. We

guess λ1 = 0 and simplify accordingly the original system :

λ5 = 1

c
+λ2η

1

1− l
(67)

By substituting the first order condition with respect to consumption into Eq. 65, it follows:

λ2 =
− η

(1−l )(ε−1)(
η

c

(1− l )2 − ε−1
ε Yl l +η 1

1−l Yl

) < 0.

where the last inequality follows from Yl
c = η ε

(1− l ) (ε−1)
and Yl l < 0.

The first order condition with respect to capital reads as follows:

λ5

(
Yk +1−δ− 1

β

)
=λ2Yl k

ε−1

ε
< 0

from which we can deduct
(
Yk +1−δ− 1

β

)
6= 0 and πRamse y 6= πF B . This proves our Proposition 6.
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